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In the realm of academic achievement and career advancement, the year 2023 has 
brought forth a shining beacon of success for our Engineering students. We are 
delighted to unveil the exceptional placement record achieved by the 2023 batch. 
We had over 240+ companies and 710 offers. This success story would not be 
complete without acknowledging the pivotal role by the companies providing us 
the opportunities.  

August witnessed a remarkable influx of opportunities, with more than eleven 
esteemed companies extending their offers to our talented graduates. Our 
unwavering commitment to providing excellent career opportunities for our 
students remains at the core of our mission. While we bask in the glory of our 2023 
batch's accomplishments, we are already preparing with great anticipation for the 
upcoming 2024 Batch Placements.

Prof. Rashmi Bhandary
Dean-Training
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NivHack 2023’ Unleashes Innovation Hackathon at Sahyadri

In a celebration of innovation and ingenuity, the prestigious ‘NivHack 2023’ event by Niveus Solutions, Mangalore 
unfolded at Sahyadri on August 26th and 27th, 2023. With seven dynamic teams hailing from Sahyadri, the 
24-hour hackathon proved to be a riveting platform for creativity, fueled by the boundless possibilities of Google 
cloud resources.

The hackathon revolved around problem statements aligned with three pivotal themes: Banking (Finance), 
Health, and Transportation Logistics. Participants were tasked to address real-world challenges in these domains.

Distinguished guest speakers graced the occasion, enriching participants with their expertise. Mr. Sunil Iyengar, 
from Google Cloud Data & AI Sales, and Mr. Rajath Pandith, representing Google Cloud Customer Engineering, 
captivated the audience with their enlightening insights on the forefront of AI and Cloud technologies. Among the 
highlights of the event, Sahyadri achieved a remarkable feat by securing the ‘Highest Number of Participants’ 
award, which came with a well-deserved prize of Rs. 10,000. This achievement underscored the institution's 
commitment to fostering student engagement and participation.

The ‘Best Team Efforts’ award, accompanied by a cash prize of Rs. 10,000, was bestowed upon Team Cloud 
Cargo, comprising Ananya P, Karthik SK, and Abhijith Mallya. The excitement continued as Team Arjun Bhandari, 
Shreejesh Ballal, Adithya Iyer, and Leonard clinched the 3rd place award, accompanied by a substantial prize of 
Rs. 25,000. Their remarkable utilization of Cloud Technology further earned them the coveted ‘Most Use of 
Cloud Technology’ award; accompanied by a recognition prize of Rs. 10,000.
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99Games visited Sahyadri

Recruited by Deloitte

System Metrix Co.Ltd Hiring

99Games visited Sahyadri on 1st Sept '2023 to conduct a workshop for the 4th Year Computer Science and 
Information Science Engineering students on the topic – ‘Gaming as a Career’. The students will get to interact 
with their Game Developers and Leadership team to understand first-hand what goes behind the scenes in 
developing world class freemium games, like their flagship game Star Chef 2, and get an opportunity to build one 
themselves in the half day workshop. The participants will not only get an opportunity to get hands-on learning, a 
certificate of participation but also an opportunity to earn an internship with them that may lead to a full-time work 
opportunity in the future.

99 Games is India's leading Developer and Publisher of games of international standards for Global & Indian 
consumers. They are a super-indie studio that develops and publishes free-to-play games. Their singular goal is 
to build mobile games that people love to play.

Deloitte conducted an online Assessment on 31st Aug '2023 and the Campus drive on 4th & 5th Sept '2023, for 
the Computer Science, Information Science and Electronics & Communication Engineering students from the 
2024 outgoing batch. The recruitment is for the position of Product Engineer and the salary package offered is 
INR 7.26LPA .

Deloitte, is an international Professional services network headquartered in London, England. Deloitte is the 
largest professional services network by revenue and number of professionals in the world and is considered one 
of the Big Four accounting firms along with EY, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers.

System Metrix Company Ltd is hiring Computer Science, Information Science & Electronics & Communication 
Engineering students from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for the role of Developer / Technical Engineer.

System Metrix Co. Ltd a Japanese company specializes in package software and system development for 
compatible CAD and over the years, has accumulated experience and know-how in the area. As a result, the 
company has grown to the point where it now holds the highest share in Japan and the fourth in the world. The 
company continues to aim high by developing every day.
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Zemoso Technologies Hiring

JEMS Inc. (Japanese Company) Hiring

Recruited by Maventic Innovative Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Zemoso Technologies is hiring students from Computer Science and Information Science & Engineering students 
from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for the position of Product Marketer-Interns where the selected 
candidate will work in marketing, product, training and development.

Zemoso offers zero to one lean acceleration and innovation as a service to large enterprises and early-stage 
start-ups, helping them incubate new product initiatives. They bring the Silicon Valley style operating model to the 
start-ups around US and Europe.

JEM Inc. is hiring Computer Science, Information Science & Electronics & Communication Engineering students 
from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for the role of Developer / Technical Engineer. The salary package 
offered is JPY 3,431,700.

JEMS Inc. provides total IT and outsourcing coverage of processes from the arterial industry (generation of 
emissions) to the venous industry (recycling or treatment of emissions) to improve the operational efficiency of 
companies and local governments, support compliance and governance in waste management, and support 
disaster recovery. In order to realize a decarbonized society, they, as an environmental information company, will 
provide IT solutions and information management services to optimize resource circulation and realize a circular 
economy.

Maventic Innovative Solutions Pvt Ltd. is conducting a virtual recruitment drive on 19th Aug' 2023, for the 
Computer Science, Information Science & Electronics & Communication Engineering students from the 2024 
outgoing batch. They are recruiting for the role of Software Developer with a salary package of INR 4.5 LPA.

Maventic is a software product and services organization based out of Bangalore which works with large global 
customers in multiple countries. They provide business fit solutions through their products built on SAP Platform 
and SAP applications. They provide high end development services for customers in Retail, FMCG, Automotive, 
High Tech and Chemical Industries. Their products are used by some of the fortune 1000 companies across the 
globe.
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Acemicromatic Group Hiring

Manipal Technologies Hiring

Roter Lehmann Partner India - Hiring

ACE Micromatic Group is hiring Computer Science, Information Science and Electronics & Communication 
Engineering students from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for the position of Software Engineer (Full 
Stack developer).

The salary package offered is INR 5.14 LPA. AceMicromatic Group is India’s leading manufacturer of 
high-precision CNC Machines, Industry 4.0 software and Automation products.

Manipal Technologies is hiring Civil and Electronics & Communication Engineering candidates from the 2023 
passed out batch. They are hiring for various roles - Senior Site Engineer, Assistant Manager, Senior Engineer and 
Junior Engineer.

Manipal Technologies Limited (MTL), based in Manipal was started in 1941 as Manipal Power Press offering print 
services to Banks. Over the years, MTL has grown as end to end secure print service provider offering varied 
services such as security printing, variable data printing, digital printing, book printing, pre media services, 
banking cards, smart cards, card management services, outsourced print management services, smart cards, 
packaging solutions, payment system etc. and is specialized in offering solutions to banking, publishing, 
government, telecom, retail, pharma, FMCG etc. MTL is now serving customers across the globe and is having 
units in all metro cities in India, Kenya, Nigeria and Germany.

Roter Lehmann Partner India is hiring Civil Engineering candidates from the 2023 passed out Batch. They are 
hiring for the position of GIS Engineer Trainee/ Intern, to work in the Project Department.

Roter Lehmann Partner India is a part of renowned France based "Giner Group" which is one of the largest 
independent European groups. RIPPL offers modern Geomatic data acquisition services and engineering 
consultancy services in the field of infrastructure development. The company came into being considering the 
need for application of the latest technologies for high quality and rapid planning of infrastructure projects.
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Systemian Hiring

Corizo Edutech Hiring

Systemian is hiring Engineering candidates as well as MBA candidates from the 2023 passed out batch. They are 
hiring for the role of Trainee- US IT Recruiter.

Systemian is a US based IT Staffing Organization with headquarters in Columbus, Ohio, USA. They offer a 
pragmatic approach towards staff augmentation that will help build a pool of skilled technology professionals.

Corizo is hiring B.E and MBA Graduates from the 2023 passed out batch. They are hiring for the role of Business 
Development Associate and the salary package offered is INR 4LPA fixed plus INR 2.5LPA variable.

Corizo is an edtech platform that helps students with internships, professional training programs, career guidance, 
and mentorship. Their aim is to bridge the gap between formal education and the everchanging requirements of 
the industry. At Corizo, they believe everyone should have the opportunity to create progress through technology 
and develop the skills of tomorrow. With assessments, learning paths and courses authored by industry experts, 
their platform helps individuals benchmark expertise across roles.
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